IS NOT NECESSARILY FIRST, BUT BECAUSE HE HAS
COME TO PERSONIFY THE TAROT, WE WILL SPEAK OF HIM FIRST.
IN MOST TRADITIONAL DECKS HE MOVES TO THE RIGHT (FOR
LEFT–RIGHT READERS, LEFT=PAST, RIGHT=FUTURE.) DRESSED IN
MOTLEY, HE HAS A WALKING STICK AND A LONG WOODEN SPOON
WITH A SACK. AN ANIMAL—DOG, CAT or LYNX—CHASES HIM.
principles, relationships
On a collective level, the
and life’s great mysteries.
Fool is the face of humanThe Fool is his common
ity. Individually, he is the
English name. He is also
soul on its journey through
Le Fou, Le Fol or Le Mat
life, so he is every one of us.
(French); Il Matto, Il Folle,
Pieced and tattered clothes
Il Pazzo (Italian); El Loco
show his common estate.
(Spanish). These names
Metaphorically, his sack
reveal a more negative inholds the memories, joys
terpretation of the image
and sorrows of life or lives
that was common at one
past. It holds his talents,
time. But he is also seen as
proclivities, and individua court jester, a carnival king, and
ality. On a more practical level, it
even a penitent at Lent, so rich and
holds mundane necessities.
varied are the associations to this
In traditional Tarots, no number
card that personifies humanity. He
appears on the Fool, not even a zero,
has also come to personify the spirit
for he stands outside of the series.
of the Tarot. Today we usually view
As the everlasting soul, he is the
the image in a positive or neutral way
non-quantifiable experiencer; the
when upright, and we keep the less
cards that follow are life’s challenges.
attractive interpretations for a card
The images of the Major Arcana
that is reversed or poorly aspected.
engage you on mental, emotional,
When in sequence, some put the
and spiritual levels because they
Fool at the beginning, others at the
deal with the salient issues of life:
end, and many put him just before the
stages of one’s personal development, successes and failures, moral last card, but he is really everywhere.
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